Running EQA on the Ves-Matic Cube 30

- The Optics on the VES-Matic Cube has been adjusted at install to run the Lab primary tubes, and to read the level of sedimentation across the labels attached to the primary tube.

- The EQA samples must resemble the patient samples as closely as possible as regards blood tube type, volume of sample in tube and no of labels on the tube.

- Mix the NEQAS red-capped tube manually, rolling between the hands for 2-3 mins. Invert gently a few times. Decant 4ML into an EDTA tube. (fill to black mark on tube- this is the 4ml mark).

- In addition it’s important to have the same no of labels on the EQA tube as on the patient sample tubes.

- Scan in the bar-coded EQA tube, load into the carousel with the barcode to the rear. Continue loading more EQA or patient samples into subsequent positions. Close the lid and click ‘Start’.

- Results are printed in 33 minutes.

For Customer Support please call 0118 944 4130